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Executive Summary 

This report describes bus pre-run inspection programs currently 
in use at various transit systems within the United States. The 
information was obtained through mail questionnaire and phone 
interview surveys. The initial mailout survey solicited general 
information on bus pre-run inspections. One hundred nineteen 
questionnaires were mailed and 66 were returned, a 56% response 
rate. Fifty-seven of the 66 agencies that responded to the mail 
questionnaires. were subsequently interviewed by phone to obtain 
more specific information regarding the design and operation of 
pre-run bus inspections. These interviews lasted approximately 
20 · to 30 minutes. · 

The results of the two surveys indicate that there is a great 
deal . of variety in how transit properties have designed and used 
their pre-run inspection programs. For instance, some agencies 
have very formal procedures which utilize detailed checklists and 
a constant level of supervision while other agencies do not have 
any programs at al 1. Successful programs have visible support 
from management; if an agency's management believed in the 
efficacy of the program, it was much more 1 ikely that the 
inspection program wou 1 d be undertaken and proper 1 y comp 1 eted. 
The two greatest hindrances to utilizing a pre-run inspection 
program were found to be a lack of funds to pay for additional 
personnel time, principally supervisory time, and 1 ack of 
knowledge about how to operate and enforce inspection programs. 

The benefits of using pre-run inspection programs include 
improved vehicle reliablilty, safer vehicles, and improved 
maintenance efficiency. It is recommended that transit agencies 
develop and use pre-run inspection programs in order to improve 
vehicle reliablity and possibly lower overal 1 maintenance costs. 
If an agency does develop a program, however, it is necessary 
that management visibly support the program or else inspections 
are unlikely to be performed properly. 
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Introduction 

Pre-run inspection procedures are often cited as a key 
element of vehicle reliability programs, but little has been 
written on the subject. This report presents the results of 2 
surveys of transit bus systems within the United States. The 
report's goal is to document the range of practices and the 
extensiveness of bus pre-run inspections for transit management. 
Methods in current use are described to provide a review of 
various ways pre-run inspections may be undertaken. This 
information will permit transit managers to compare locally used 
procedures with those of other agencies. 

Before reading further, the reader may want to fi 11 in the 
fol lowing chart to assess and create a description of his own 
pre-run inspection program. 

1. Is a pre-run inspection program currently in use? 

2. Are inspections performed by drivers or mechanics? 

3. Is use of a pre-run inspection checklist required? 

4. Do drivers view inspection as an important task or 
do they perform superficial inspections? 

Drlvers Mechanics 

Important Superri c i a 1 

5. How frequently are inspection activities 
monitored? 

6. Is the existing system satisfactory? 

1 

Dally OccasTonly . Rarel"y 



The remainder of this report, which is divided into 9 
parts, will allow you to compare your own pre-run policies with 
those of other transit systems. Part one, Survey Procedures, 
summarizes how the data for this report was collected. The 
second part, Overview of Current Procedures, describes the 
objectives of pre-run inspection programs and the general methods 
for conducting them. The third part of the report, System 
Characteristics, describes the transit properties that took part 
in this study. Parts 4 and 5, Responses to Postcard 
Questionnaire and Responses to Telephone Interviews, summarize 
the responses to the surveys which served as the primary data for 
this report. The fol lowing two sections, Driver Attitudes and 
Pre-run Inspections, and Methods Used to Conduct Pre-run 
Inspections, provide detailed discussions on driver attitudes 
regarding pre-run inspections and the most commonly used 
procedures for performing the task. The last two sections 
provide a summary of findings and recommendations for transit 
agencies contemplating improvements to existing pre-run 
inspection programs or for implementing such programs. Copies of 
pre-run inspection checklists are included in Appendix 1 of the 
report. 

Study Procedures 

The study was conducted in two separate phases. Phase 1 
included the mailing of questionnaires to 119 systems seeking 
general information on pre-run inspections. Phase 2 consisted of 
telephone interviews which sought more specific information on 
inspection procedures. Material used in the performance of pre
run inspecti'ons, such as checklists, run cards and company 
memoranda were requested during each of the 57 phase 2 
interviews. 

The transit agencies consulted in this study were selected 
to represent medium sized systems (45 to 1,000 vehicles). 
Initial contact was made with the systems' transit managers via 
letters stating the project's research goals and requesting 
participation in the project. Included with each 1 etter was a 
short questionnaire, printed on the back of a postcard, which was 
to be completed and returned by the transist managers. Of the 
119 letters/questionnaires mailed, 66 systems or 56% replied. 

The information obtained from the postcard questionnaires 
was used to categorize the systems according to whether or not an 
agency had an inspection program. Questions were also asked 
about the level of driver acceptance of the task (as perceived by 
the transit managers) and the use of pre-run inspection forms. 
The mail-back questionnaire is shown in Appendix 2. 
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Phase 2 of the study consisted of a series of telephone 
interviews which sought more specific information on pre-run 
inspections. During this phase of the study, 57 transit managers 
from the 66 agencies that responded to the postcard questionnaire 
were interviewed by telephone over a 6 week period. (The 
remaining 9 systems could not be contacted and were dropped from 
further analysis) An open-ended questionnaire (shown in Appendix 
3) was constructed for use in the phone interviews. Each of the 
questionnaires was modified before use to reflect the responses 
to the mail-back survey. Most interviews lasted between 20 and 
35 minutes. 

Overview of Current Inspection Programs 

Pre-run vehicle inspections are conducted by most of the 
transit systems that responded to our survey. The general 
reasons for conducting the inspections are that they: 

- contribute to the safety of operators and passengers. 

- help maintain vehicle performance and reduce the number 
of roadcalls. 

- increase the efficiency of bus operations. 

- improve the documentation of body damage and, as a 
consequence, upgrade driver accountably. 

In California and New York, pre-run inspections are conducted to 
comply with state legal codes that require vehicles to be 
maintained at a specified operating level. 

The method of conducting pre-run inspections varies greatly 
from system to system. Some systems utilize a formal, checklist 
which must be completed and signed by drivers on a daily basis. 
Others merely provide drivers with verbal instructions on pre-run 
inspections during initial training and orientation sessions. 
Techniques for ensuring that drivers comply with pre-run 
inspection procedures also vary from system to system, as do 
supervisory and disciplinary approaches. 

The checklists used in the inspection programs al so vary 
from system to system. Some system's checklists cover well over 
25 items while others focus on only 10 or fewer items. Al 1 
check 1 ists typically require that the foll owing items be 
inspected: brakes, tires, lights, steering, doors, horn, and 
general vehicle condition. 
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Characteristics~ the Systems Contacted 

Table 1 presents the revenue vehicle fleet sizes of the 
systems that were contacted and those that responded , to the 
questionnaires. The sizes of the revenue fleets for the systems 
participating in the study ranged from a high of 997 to a low of 
47 vehicles. Table 1 also describes the system fleet sizes for 
the 57 systems taking part in the phone interviews. The largest 
group of responses is from systems with fleets of fewer than 100 
revenue vehicles. While the data appears to imply that smaller 
systems were more willing to take part in the study, this is not 
the case since smaller systems made up a majority of the 119 
transit systems originally contacted. The data in Table 1 
actually shows that the systems responded to the postcard 
questionnaire and telephone interviews in proportion to their 
representation within the original sample. 

Responses.!.£ Postcard Questionnaire (Phase l]_ 

The results of the responses to the postcard survey are 
summarized in Tables 2 through 6. Table 2 separates the systems 
based on whether or not pre-run inspections were mandatory, 
optional or not required at all. As the data f rom Table 2 
suggest, the majority (47) stated that pre-run inspections are 
mandatory duties expected of either the drivers or mechanics. 
However, during the later fol low-up phone interview sessions with 
transit managers it was found that although pre-run inspections 
are considered mandatory, little, if any, direct enforcement of 
the procedure is employed by most systems. The various 
justifications offered for the apparent lack of enforcement and 
are described in a later section of this report. 

The transit managers' perceptions of the thoroughness of 
inspections conducted by drivers are presented in Table 3. 
Generally, most systems conduct superficial inspections. It was 
also reported that some drivers do not believe the task should be 
p a r t o f t h e i r· w o r k r e q u i r em e n t s . F u t h e r mo r e , 2 8 o f t h e 
respondents mentioned that most inspections that are performed by 
the drivers are superficia 1; similar responses were later 
obtained in the phone interviews. 

The data in Table 4 describe the documentation methods used 
by the various transit properties for reporting the conditions of 
the vehicles. The majority (28) of the respondents stated that 
their drivers are required to sign off on a report even if no 
defects are detected. While the systems expected t he drivers to 
comply with this pol icy, enforcing inspection procedures is a 
problem for most agencies. 
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TABLE 1 

Number and Size of Systems Surveyed 

System Size Number of Sytems Number of Systems 
(Vehicles) Contacted Responding* 

<100 56 23 
101-150 17 9 
151-200 6 5 
201-400 22 10 
401-600 5 4 
> 601 5 6 
Data Not 
Available 8 0 

Total 119 57 

Note: * These systems responded to the Postcard Questionnaire 
and took part in the Phone Interviews. 

TABLE 2 

Type of Pre-run Inspection Program 

System Size Mandatory Optional None No Answer 
(Vehicles) 

< 100 18 3 1 1 
101-150 8 0 1 0 
151-200 4 1 0 0 
201-400 9 1 0 0 
401-600 3 1 1 0 
> 601 5 0 0 0 

Total 47 6 3 1 
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TABLE 3 

Thoroughness of Driver Pre-run Inspections 

System Size Thorough Superficial None No Answer 
(Vehicles) 

< 100 10 11 1* 1 
101-150 5 3 1 0 
151-200 1 3 1 o 
201-400 2 8 0 0 
401-600 3 0 2 0 
> 601 1 3 1 0 

Total 22 28 6 1 

* Inspections performed by mechanics. 

TABLE 4 

Required Documentation for Inspections 

System Size 
(Vehicles) 

< 100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-400 
401-600 
> 601 

Total 

Must Always 
Sign-off 

10 
6 
0 
8 
3 
2 

29 

Sign-off 
Defects Only 

6 

9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

15 

No Sign-off No 
Required Answer 

3 1 
2 0 
4 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 

12 1 



The use of post-run inspections were al so investigated in 
this part of the study. The responses to this question are 
shown in Table 5. Twenty-three systems reported that their 
drivers are required to perform post-run driver inspections while 
the other systems either did not perform post-run inspections or 
did not respond to the question. 

Responses l.2_ Phone Interviews (Phase ll 
While the information obtained from the postcard survey 

indicated that the majority of the 57 systems uti 1 ized pre-run 
inspection programs, some systems reported that these procedures 
were more successful than others. This section describes the 
objectives sought by the transit agencies through the use of pre
run inspections and the procedures used to work toward these 
objectives. 

The telephone interviews indicated considerable variation 
among the transit agencies i~ terms of who performed the 
inspections, whether a checklist was used, the degree of 
supervision, etc. Table 6 presents a typology of agency 
approaches. The results of the telephone survey are summarized 
in Tables 7 through 11. 

Fifty-five systems reported having a pre-run inspection 
program in place. By far, most agencies have drivers perform the 
inspections (see Table 7), but only about half of the systems 
issue daily checklists for the inspection (see Table 8). Transit 
managers stated the fol lowing reasons for issuing a daily pre-run 
inspection forms: 

- To require the assigned personnel to perform the inspection 
and serve as an efficient enforcement tool. 

- To document the operating condition of the vehicles for saftey 
purposes. 

To assist in the identification of damage. 

- To contribute to the effectiveness of fleet maintenance. 

- To serve as guides for the inspection of key items prior to 
pull-out. (This is especially useful in those systems with 
different types of buses in the fleets.) 

- To keep operators informed of any minor defects detected by 
previous drivers of the same vehicle. 
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TABLE 5 

Post-run Inspections Requirements 

System Size 
(Vehicles) 

Required Not Required No Answer 

< 100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-400 
401-600 
> 601 

Total 

10 
5 
3 
3 
2 
a 

23 

12* 
3 
2 
7 
3 
5 

32 

* Performed by mechanics at one system. 

TABLE 6 

Approaches to Pre-run Inspection Programs 

Approaches 

1 2 3 4 5 

Program in Use Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Performed by D D D D D 

Checklist Used Yes Yes Yes No No 

Degree of 
Supervision C a None a None 

Number of Systems 8 11 6 13 14 

NA = Not Applicable 
D = Drivers 
M = Mechanics 
C = Constant 
a = Occasional 

8 

1 
1 
a 
a 
a 
a 
2 

6 

Yes 

M 

Y-1 
N-2 

None 

3 

7 

Nol 

NA 

NA 

NA 
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TABLE 7 

Personnel Performing Pre-run Inspections 

System Size 
(Vehicles) 

< 100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-400 
401-600 
> 601 

Total 

Drivers 

20 
8 
5 

10 
4 
5 

52 

Mechanics · 

TABLE 8 

3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

3 

None Performed 

0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 

2 

Agencies Using Checklists During Pre-run Inspections 

System Size Checklist Checklist 
(Vehicles) Used Not Used 

< 100 15 8 
101-150 4 4 
151-200 1 4 
201-400 3 7 
401-600 1 3 
> 601 2 3 

Total 26 29 

Note: Only 55 transit agencies have pre-run inspection 
programs. 
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The 29 agencies which reported that daily checklists are not 
issued to the personnel involved in the pre-run inspection 
procedure stated several reasons for not adopting this practice. 
Some of these reasons are: 

- A lack of knowledge of other systems' successful use of 
checklists for their operations. 

- A low priority placed on the pre-run inspection program. 

- The personnel involved in the inspection were accustomed to 
performing it on their own volition. 

- Checklists were unnecessary because the personnel involved 
in the inspections had been informed of the key items to inspect 
in rule books that were given to them during their initial 
training periods. 

- Enforcement of the pre-run inspection task based on the fear 
of disciplinary action. 

- Excessive time requirements for issuing daily checklists. 

- Inability to process paperwork associated with the checklists. 

- Lack of funds for printing daily checklists. 

The most interesting responses obtained in the survey are 
related to the degree of supervision employed by the systems for 
the pre-run inspections. Table 9 describes supervisory 
differences. The responses indicate that only 9 of the 57 
systems employ constant supervision to ensure the proper 
performance of the inspection by the operators or mechanics. The 
reasons stated for the use of constant supervision by the 9 
agencies were: 

- To ensure that the pre-run inspections were being properly 
conducted. 

- To inform the maintenance department about defects found during 
pull-outs and to help assure efficient pull-outs. 

Forty-seven systems reported that a minimum amount of 
supervision was employed or that they eliminated supervision 
entirely from their programs. Reasons for this included: 

- The pre-run inspection procedure was not regarded as an 
important element in a company's preventative maintenance 
program. 

- Follow-up discipline for superficial performance of the 
inspection was sufficient to ensure its proper completion. 

10 



TABLE 9 

Degree of Supervision During Pre-run Inspections 

System Size Constant Occasional None 
(Vehicles) 

< 100 4 10 9 
101-150 3 4 2 
151-200 0 1 3 
201-400 2 3 5 
401-600 0 2 2 
> 601 0 4 1 

Total 9 24 22 

Note: Only 55 transit agencies have pre-run inspection programs . 
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- Personnel engaged in completing pre-run inspections accepted 
the task; therefore, the need for supervision was eliminated. 

- Limited funds prohibited the use of supervisors for the task. 

- New York and California legal codes requiring the operation of 
a properly maintained vehicle was considered a sufficient 
inducement for operators to perform a good pre-ru n inspection, 
since failure to do so could result in loosing their operator's 
license. 

- Some agencies occasionally had state highway patrol crews 
monitor the inspection (California). 

Table 10 illustrates the varying degrees of supervision in 
the pre-run inspection procedure compared with the issuance of 
daily checklists used to document the process. 

During the course of the interviews, the experiences of each 
of the 55 systems with pre-run inspections were classified as 
"successful" and "non-successful". Cases of success include 
those transit systems that consider their pre-run inspection 
programs successful regardless of the issuing of daily 
checklists., supervision of the task, and using fol low-up 
discipline for faulty performance of the inspect i on. Systems 
catergorized as "non-successful" do not believe that their 
programs are successfu 1 (regard 1 ess of the procedures emp 1 oyed). 
Table 11 describes the distribution of systems according to this 
experience. 

Thirty-four transit agencies stated that they had successful 
pre-run inspection programs. These agencies expected to achieve 
the fol lowing objectives: 

- To help maintain a high degree of safety for the operators and 
passengers. 

To minimize the amount of road ca 11 s resu 1 ting from mi nor 
defects, judged to be preventable by pre-run inspections. 

- To lessen any further damage of faulty equipment. 

- To reduce equipment failure attributed to operating conditions. 

- To aid in the pinpointing of damage to the vehicles. 

- For systems operating in New York and California, to assist 
with the compliance of state laws requiring vehicles be 
maintained at a prescribed operating level. 

12 



TABLE 10 

Comparison of the Use of Checklists 
and the Degree of Supervision 

Degree of Supervison System Size 
(Vehicles) Constant Occasional None 

< 100 Checklist 4 5 6 
No Checklist 0 5 3 

101-150 Checklist 3 1 0 
No Checklist 0 2 2 

151-200 Checklist 0 1 0 
No Checklist 0 1 3 

201-400 Checklist 2 1 0 
No Checklist 0 2 5 

401-600 Checklist 0 1 0 
No Checklist 0 1 2 

> 601 Checklist 0 2 0 
No Checklist 0 1 2 

TABLE 11 

Success of Inspection Program 

System Size Successful Not Successful 
(Vehicles) 

< 100 13* 11 
101-150 5 2 
151-200 3 2 
201-400 6 4 
401-600 2 2 
> 601 5 0 

Total 34 21 

*Performed by mechanics at three systems. 
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The rema1n1ng 22 systems attributed several factors to the 
cause for their low evaluation of the inspection process. These 
factors include: 

- A general disregard of pre-run inspections due to customary non
enforcement. 

- A low level of awareness of the usefulness of inspection 
programs. 

Insufficient funds to pay for daily checklists, supervision 
and enforcement. 

- Lack of knowledge regarding the proper enforcement of a 
inspection program. 

- Union contract constraints which reduced the degree of 
contribution that the drivers could make to pre-run inspections 
thereby limiting the inspection's effectiveness. The most 
common restraints are: work rules that confine mechanical tasks 
to the mechanics and limits on the time available for pull
outs. 

Driver Attitudes Regarding ere-run Inspections 

Fifty-two transit agencies utilized drivers in the pre-run 
inspection program. Driver attitudes and degree of cooperation, 
however, varied considerably among the 52 systems. This section 
describes the main reasons for the variability in driver 
attitudes and cooperation. 

Generally, driver attitudes regarding the completion of pre
run inspections are dependent upon several factors. These 
factors include: the importance placed on inspections by 
management, the supervision of inspections, use of daily 
checklists to document inspections and use of fol low-up 
disciplinary measures for faulty performance. 

Driver attitudes toward pre-run inspection~ and their 
performance of the task were also found to be related to the 
amount of importance management places on the activity. If 
management enforces the program, the drivers complete it; and if 
management does not enforce the program, drivers do not complete 
it. As previously mentioned, many systems do little to actively 
enforce a pre-run inspection program. For example, fourteen 
systems do not issue daily checklists and lack formal enforcement 
procedures because management regards pre-run inspections as a 
low priority. 
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Only two systems indicated that they do not enforce their 
programs because of possible union conflicts. These conflicts 
involve work rules limiting an operator's duties solely to 
driving, and since checklists are untraceable, the possibility of 
disciplining an innocent operator. 

Four systems reported good driver cooperation with pre-run 
inspections even though management does not have an active 
enforcement process. The reasons for the high cooperation 
include: 

- The pre-run inspections are not very involved, consisting of 
"walk-around" inspections. 

- The drivers are assigned to the same buses on a daily basis, 
which results in more attention being paid to the vehicles. 

- The drivers prefer to locate defects prior to pull-outs so 
as not to be forced to change buses during their runs. 

- Inspections are the drivers' opportunity to inspect their 
buses and avoid being blamed for another's damage. 

Five of the 9 systems that issue daily checklists to their 
drivers and employ a constant degree of supervision over the task 
reported positive driver cooperaton at their agencies while the 
remaining 3 did not. Positive cooperation is attributed to a 
variety of reasons: 

- The drivers want to operate safe equipment; therefore, they 
perform the inspections. 

- Good performance of pre-run inspections occurs when the 
driver believed that identifying defects will result in 
proper maintenance. 

- At one system, a Driver of the Year Award program is used 
as an incentive for the operators to diligently perform all 
duties properly. 

In addition, the agencies reinforce the drivers' attitudes 
by emphasizing the importance of performing the task. The 3 
systems that reported poor driver cooperation had to adopt strong 
enforcement measures such as issuing daily checklists accompanied 
by constant supervision in order to improve driver performance. 

Eleven systems were found to issue daily checklists to 
drivers and use spot supervision as an enforcement measure. 
These systems reported that the majority of their operators 
accept the task. Further, the managers of these systems believe 
that the level of performance they have achieved is due to the 
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inspection procedure being an established part of driver job 
requirements. However, while the task is usually well accepted 
by the drivers, it is not performed as diligent l y as thought 
possible by transit managers. 

Although several agencies mentioned that the fear of 
disciplinary actions for poor or unsatisfactory performance of 
the inspection led drivers to fulfill the responsibility, others 
maintained that disciplinary actions are not strong enough to 
ensure compliance. For this reason, assessments of the need for 
supervision varied among the transit agencies according to the 
amount necessary to obtain properly performed inspections. 

Six systems reported that while daily checklists are issued 
to their drivers for pre-run inspections, no supervision is 
provided. Representatives of these systems stated that their 
drivers regarded pre-run inspections as being useful. However, 
they reported that drivers usually do not perform them. These 
agencies said that they do not supervise the activity because 
they do not believe it is worth the effort. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that the drivers have a good opinion of the procedure 
but rarely do it. 

Fourteen systems said that they do not issue daily 
checklists, do not use any method of supervision and leave the 
inspection solely to the driver. The few agencies in this 
category that never-the-less mandate pre-run inspections rely on 
strictly enforced disciplinary measures to ensure that the 
inspection is completed. For example, one disciplinary measure 
took the form of maintaining lists of road-calls for 30 days in 
order to identify the drivers that accumulated the most road
cal ls. Three road-cal ls within 30 days lead to an operator's 
suspension. 

Another form of discipline is initiated by a driver who 
performs the inspection and finds some damage or a defect on the 
bus. After reporting the problem, the vehicle's previous 
operator is questioned about the problem. If the previous driver 
reported the problem the case is dropped; however, if the problem 
was not previously reported the driver is charged with the 
damage/defect and other appropriate actions are taken. 

Methods .£.f. Conducting Pre-run Inspections 

The decisions involved in setting up a pre-run inspection 
routine involve the determination of: 

- whether or not pre-run inspections were required at each system. 

- the personnel classification responsible for the inspections. 
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- the degree of formality that the inspections had assumed at the 
system as measured by their documentation of the procedure. 

- the degree of supervision used by the agencies. 

As Table 6 has illustrated, transit systems have approached 
their pre-run inspection methods in different ways. This report 
will only discuss four procedural approaches (illustrated as 1, 
5, 6, and 7). Of the 4 categories chosen for discussion, 2 are 
driver-oriented, 1 is mechanic oriented, and 1 does not use any 
form of pre-run inspections. The approaches can be described as 
follows: 

- Drivers perform pre-run inspections using daily checklists to 
document the procedure in conjunction with a constant level of 
supervision. 

- Drivers perform pre-run inspections without the use of daily 
checklists or any supervision. 

- Mechanics perform pre-run inspections. 

- No pre-run inspections are performed. 

Approach l..:_ Daily Checklists and Constant Supervision 

The eight systems which typify this approach stated that 
inspections are important components of their overall 
preventative maintenance programs. In order to ensure driver 
compliance and inspection dependabi 1 ity the 9 systems issue daily 
check 1 ists to their operators as incentives for the performance 
and documentation of inspections. Additionally, the systems 
monitored driver performance via a constant degree of 
supervision. 

Seven of the systems also reported that operators having 
unnecessary roadcal ls resulting from superficial pre-run 
inspections are subject to disciplinary measures. The 
disciplinary measures consists of a 3 step process: 

1. An informal memorandum is given to the driver notifying 
him that his failure to properly inspect his vehicle 
had resulted in a roadcall and that this had been 
noticed by the agency. 

2. A second occurrence results in having the unnecessary 
roadcall recorded on the operator's record. 

3. For the third occurence within a year, the driver is 
suspended for several days. 
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These same 8 systems, however, noted that they rarely ever 
suspended a driver for roadcalls due to superficial inspections 
because the drivers either never caused more than 2 unnecessary 
roadcal ls within a year or because the disciplinary option was 
never actually used. One system within the group reported that 
they never discipline drivers for unnecessary roadcalls because 
it believes that such actions would be detrimental to the working 
relationship between drivers and management. 

To better i 11 ustrate how the Daily Check 1 ist-Constant 
Supervision approach works, the experience of one system is 
described in more detail below. 

The agency in question has had a pre-run inspection program 
since it began its operations 8 years ago. Three reasons were 
stated by the agency's manager for using the program: 1) to 
maintain the working conditions of the older buses which made up 
a majority of the fleet, 2) to comply with state regulations 
requiring periodic inspections of al 1 buses, and 3) to obtain 
longer service lives of all vehicles. As the agency gradually 
modernized its fleet the pre-run inspection program's emphasis 
shifted from a trouble-shooting tool to a way of maintaining 
safety since the vehicles no longer had as many mechanical 
problems. 

The drivers are issued checklists by dispatchers as they are 
assigned their buses. The checklist, which w~s developed by the 
transit manager in conjunction wi th maintenance personnel, 
consists of 25 items which the drivers are to inspect and 
indicate whether they were found to be in proper working 
condition. The items selected for inspection were based on what 
they though most important. The checklist focuses on mechanical 
operability, safety and cleanliness. 

Ten minutes is al lotted for each driver to perform the 
inspection. The agency reported that it had conducted time and 
motion studies of the entire inspection procedure and found that 
the actual time needed to complete the task was approximately 6 
minutes. The drivers' union, however, would not accept this 
time frame because they considered it too short. Consequently, a 
10 minute inspection period was agreed upon by both management 
and the union. 

The completed inspection checklist is turned in to the 
dispatcher prior to pul 1-outs. The checklist is kept on file for 
a period of approximately 90 days in order to satisfy state legal 
requirements. Periodic reviews of the checklist's accuracy and 
currency is conducted by the state highway patrol. 
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If an item is found to be defective during the inspection 
the driver notes it on the checklist and informs the dispatcher 
of the problem. The dispatcher in turn notifies the maintenance 
shop. At this point, if the defective item is thought to be able 
to be repaired in time for the scheduled pul 1 -out, a service crew 
is dispatched to the bus. According to the system's operating 
policy and union rules, drivers are not allowed to repair 
defective items no matter how minor they might appear to be. 

The transit manager reported that even during inclement 
weather and with the vehicles parked outside the drivers inspect 
the vehicles without complaint. Positive driver response was 
attributed to the Driver of the Year Award program which the 
system uses as an incentive for the drivers to perform all duties 
as diligently and professionally as possible . The manager also 
noted that a supervisor is assigned to walk the yard while the 
inspections are performed in order to determine whether the 
drivers are properly performing their inspections as well as to 
ensure that the buses pul 1-out on time. 

According to the transit manager, the procedure for 
conducting pre-run inspections and the checklist used to record 
the inspections are working satisfactorily. He stated that no 
changes to the inspection program or checklists are envisioned. 

Approach~ No Checklist and No Supervision 

Fourteen systems in the survey reported that pre-run 
inspections did not involve daily checklists and that no one 
supervised the task. These systems relied on either the drivers' 
self-motivation to perform the task or fol low-up discipline. 
Some of these agencies wished to change this present pol icy of 
low enforcement but stated that insufficient funds are 
responsible for their inability to do so. These systems stated 
that if additional funds are al located, they could pay for the 
time operators would require to properly perform the inspections. 
One transit manager stated that his pre-run inspections are not 
actively enforced because he could not afford to have daily 
checklists printed. It was also reported that additional funds 
are needed so that more supervisory personnel could be hired to 
ensure that the drivers performed the inspection properly and/or 
to assist them in the task. 

Four systems using this approach simply issued aids to 
drivers to help them memorize items requiring inspection or to 
merely inform them of the inspection procedure. 
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Many of the systems which have adopted this approach use 
special enforcement measures. For instance, 6 of the 14 systems 
in this category cited fol low-up di sci pl inary measures for 
drivers causing "unnecessary 11 roadcal ls resulting from 
superficial pre-run inspections or for not informing management 
of body damage. The actual disciplinary measures are similar to 
those described above; in addition, actual suspensions also 
rarely occur. 

Several variations of enforcement procedures were reported. 
One agency left super.vision enforcement responsibilities to the 
state patrol because state laws specified that public vehicles 
must be properly maintained; drivers operating. unsafe buses risk 
being ticketed by the state patrol for operating a potentially 
unsafe vehicle if they did not perform their pre-run inspections 
and are caught with a faulty vehicle. Another property assigned 
the maintenance department to perform the inspections because the 
operators there would not execute their inspections properly 
without supervision. Lastly, one firm used individuals who could 
not be assigned to their regualr duties because of minor injuries 
to complete inspections. 

Seven systems of the 14 in this group reported contract or 
union issues associated with their pre-run inspection procedures. 
The other systems reported union involvement revolving around 
the issue of whether or not an operator can or can not repair 
minor problems or whether or not there is a sufficient amount of 
time al located to inspections. 

One system that requires drivers to perform inspections 
provides further details about how agencies adopting the No 
Checklist-No Supervison approach operate their pre-run inspection 
program. This system has required drivers to perform the 
inspections for approximately 20 years. This system attributes 
the success of its program to management's attitude regarding 
pre-run inspections. The system's drivers perform inspections 
after receiving their daily bus assignments. They are not issued 
checklists since they are expec~ed to have memorized the items 
requiring inspection. There is no supervision of the 
inspections. Because the inspections are not supervised, drivers 
who do not perform the inspection can only be disciplined if 
their bus requires a roadcal l for an item that should have been 
identified during the pre-run inspection. The disciplinary 
procedure consists of a 11 counseling memorandum" for a first time 
occurrence foll owed by a "written reprimand 11 for a second 
occurrence. Disciplining of drivers does not occur very often 
because of the positive driver attitudes regarding the 
inspections and because minor defects are automatically charged 
to the driver. 
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Drivers are not al lowed to fix any defect they find, no 
matter how trivial it might appear, due to the union contract. 
If a driver finds a defect he drives the vehicle to a special 
site on the property where it is inspected by maintenance 
personnel. The manager estimated that 3 or 4 out of the 
property's 200 buses are held back each day due to defects or 
damage identified during the pre-run inspections, although not 
al 1 buses with defects are held back. For instance, if the 
defect is not safety related and the bus is needed for peak hour 
service the dispatcher has the authority to place the bus in 
service. In most cases, these buses are used as trippers and the 
defect is fixed during non-peak periods. 

This agency also requires the drivers to note defects or 
damage that might have occurred during a run on a special defect 
card. After the driver ends a run he completes the defect card 
and leaves it on the bus. These cards are then checked by 
service · crews who notify the maintenance department of items 
needing attention. In addition, the information is included in 
the vehicles' history files for later use by the maintenance 
department in tracing chronic defects. 

Approach i.:_ Inspections Performed _Q1. Mechanics 

Three systems among the 57 surveyed had mechanics perform 
pre-run inspections. Each of these systems has different reasons 
for using mechanics. Management at one system does not believe 
that their drivers wanted to perform pre-run inspections so 

. mechanics are used in their place. Another system finds it more 
efficient to have their mechanics perform the inspection since 
they are better able to repair defects. One agency found that 
when drivers are assigned to the same bus on a daily basis minor 
defects are not reported because drivers do not want their bus to 
be sidelined. Therefore, mechanics must perform the inspections 
to ensure that they are properly completed. 

All 3 systems stated that their drivers are informed during 
the initial training period of the items that the mechanics wil 1 
check during the pre-run inspections. While the agencies require 
the mechanics to perform the task, they do al low their drivers 
the option of performing a second, more casual inspection. 

Two of the 3 systems within this group issue daily 
checklists to the mechanics to document the inspections. The 
system that does not issue checklists have them available for use 
but does not require them to be turned in. In addition, the 
mechanics are not supervised at the 3 systems while performing 
the task. 
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The one system which best typifies the the mechanic-oriented 
approach was chosen toil lustrate how a mechanic-oriented pre-run 
inspection program operates. 

The property in question was described by the operations 
manager as smal 1, with less than 100 revenue vehicles. The 
system views pre-run inspections as important con t ributions to 
the maintenance of the coaches, and the inspections are 
considered by the manager to be working satisfactorily. The 
mechanics who perform the pre-run inspections are part of the 
regular maintenance staff. They receive no formal inspection 
training because the transit agency does not consider this 
function to be overly complex. 

The system's mechanics arrive approximately 1-1.5 hours 
prior to the pull-out time in order to complete their 
inspections. To aid them in this task, the mechanics are issued 
checklists which describe the items to inspect on the different 
buses within the system's fleet. The manager noted that due to 
the limited work area available in the bus storage yard it is too 
difficult for the drivers to perform the task and would probably 
result in inefficient pul 1 - outs. 

The inspection procedure at this property requires the 
inspection of only those items which can be easily checked, such 
as mirrors, windshield wipers and horns. The mechanics are 
al lowed 10 minutes per bus to perform the inspection. If a 
defect is found, it is the mechanics who decide whether the 
problem is serious enough to sideline the bus or if it can be 
corrected in time for its scheduled pul 1-out. There is no 
supervision of the mechanics when they perform the inspection. 
Upon completion of the inspections, the buses are moved to a 
pul 1-out area for the drivers to board. At this time drivers 
have the option of performing a second pre-run inspection if they 
fee 1 the need to do s o. Th i s op t i on i s 1 e f. t en t i r e 1 y u p t o t h e 
drivers though the agency would perfer that they do it. 

Approach~ No Pre-Run Inspections Performed 

Pre-run inspections were not performed a t 2 agencies 
contacted during during the study. Moreover, the transit 
managers at these properties were uncertain if such inspections 
had ever been used. 
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The manager of 1 system attributed his current situation to 
the drivers' union contract which does not allow the drivers to 
perform any task other than driving their assigned vehicles. The 
union's view regarding the inspections is that it is a task 
strictly for the maintenance department to perform. However, the 
agency's mechanics do not perform pre-run inspections either, 
because of a manpower shortage within the maintenance department 
that existed at the time of this survey. 

The manager is in favor of instituting a pre-run inspection 
program because they are currently experiencing an excessive 
amount of road ca 11 s due to mi nor farebox and door defects 
associated with a particular type of bus within the fleet. He 
stated that most of the defects can be identified prior to the 
bus leaving the garage. Hence, if the agency had a pre-run 
inspection program it is believed that maintenance costs would be 
lowered. 

The manager for the other system indicated that the union 
contract is the principal obstacle to implementing such a 
program. His system's union contract does not stipulate that 
drivers can not conduct pre-run inspections; however, the 
contract does specify that drivers must be al lowed 5 minutes in 
which to leave their assembly area and reteive their bus 
assignments. Therefore, pre-run inspections cannot be completed 
because of the limited amount of time available for the 
inspection. A second factor that keeps this system from 
implementing an inspection program is the shortage of funds 
needed to pay the drivers for the additional amount of time that 
the inspection would take. The agency does not want to 
renegotiate the contract in order to include the inspection 
provisions. As a consequence, the manager believe that the only 
way a pre-run inspection program can be implemented is if it can 
be proven that the inspection program wil 1 pay for itself by 
reducing overal 1 maintenance costs. 

In place of pre-run inspections the mechanics start the 
buses prior to pul 1-outs and drive them for a short distance. 
Any obvious problems are recorded by the mechanics. In addition, 
the drivers are issued defect cards which are used to inform the 
maintenance department of problems encountered during their runs. 
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Comparison £f. Inspection Programs and System Performance 

From data collected in previous studies, the four approaches 
described above (Checklists and Supervision, No Checklist-No 
Supervision, No Inspections Performed, and Inspections Performed 
by Mechanics) were compared on two dimensions of vehicle 
performance. The specific measures that have been used in this 
comparison are mechanical failures per revenue mile and the 
number of labor hours per revenue mile. The results are 
presented in Table 12. As can be seen, the number of labor hours 
per revenue mile increases as the inspection process becomes less 
formal or structured; i.e., the agencies having the lowest labor 
utilization use checklists and a cons~ant degree of supervision 
while agencies with the highest labor utilization do not have any 
inspection programs at a 1 l. 

The second measure chosen for comparison is the number of 
mechanical failures per mile. Surpr i singly the agencies with the 
best performance in this area do not use check 1 ists nor do they 
utilize a constant degree of supervision within their inspection 
programs . This finding may be due to locat j onal characteristics 
since many of the agencies in the No Checklist-No Supervision 
group are located in the southern United States. It might al so 
reflect the fact that some systems do not have roadcal 1 problems, 
and therefore, see ~o reason to inst i tute inspections. The other 
3 groups have indicators closer to what one would expect, that 
is, the No Inspection Performed category had the h i ghest number 
of failures per mile and the other two categories have lower 
mechanical failures per mile. It therefore appears that formal 
per-run inspection programs increase vehicle reliability and 
reduce mechanic labor hours. 

Conclusion 

The majority. of the systems in this study believe that pre
run inspections are beneficial to maintaining vehicle safety and 
improving the buses' operating efficiency. However~ not al 1 
systems are able to perform this procedure as effectively as they 
thought possible. This situation is primarily due to customary 
practices that do not actively emphas i ze the inspection 
procedure; in addition to a lack of knowledge of how to ably 
enforce such a procedure. 

Systems that emphasized pre-run inspections use several 
approaches to ensure that the task is completed. They encourage 
its performance, adopt formal procedures and/or use varying 
degrees of follow-up discipline for faulty performance of the 
task. The benefits of pre-run inspection are reduced roadcal ls 
due to minor defects, a more complete history of the bus 
maintenance data, and improved communications be t ween drivers 
and maintenance staffs. 
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TABLE 12 

Comparision of Program Type and System Performance 

Average Mechancial Failures 
Category • per Thousand Revenue Mi 1 es 

Checklist & 
Supervision 

Inspection 
Performed 
by Mechanics 

No Checklist 
or Supervision 

No Inspection 
Performed 

0.5360 

0.5312 

0.4124 

0.9449 

25 

Average Labor Hours 
per Thousand Revenue Miles 

19.927 (N=8) 

23.488 {N=3) 

27.854 (N=14) 

35.432 (N=l) 



Promoting the inspections during initial orientation periods 
and expecting compliance were found to be very important to 
proper performance of the task. Several systems formalized the 
procedure via the checklist documentation and supervision; this 
has resulted in improved inspections. Fol low-up discipline for 
faulty inspections, although often not severe, demonstrates to 
the personnel that the inspections are part of their duties and 
therefore considered important. 

Systems which do not actively enforce inspec t ions justify 
their actions by stating that the procedure could not be 
effectively performed due to limited funding and the lack of 
knowledge regarding enforcement methods. It is questionable 
however, that the former is truly the reason because systems 
performing the inspections most 1 ikely work within similar 
budgetary constraints. In addition, data suggests that pre-run 
inspections reduce maintenance labor requirements which would 
probably save more money than the inspections would cost. 

Union contracts were not found to be deterents to the pre
run inspection programs for the vast majority of the systems 
interviewed. In most cases the only restriction is that drivers 
can not correct defects found during inspections. 

Recommendations 

Pre-run inspections are a necessary aid in the overa,-1 
preventative maintenance programs of transit agencies. Various 
forms of this procedure were evident among the systems reporting 
to use it in this study. The methods avai 1 able to implement it 
at some agencies may not be possible at others due to different 
constraints such as time, funding and union contracts. If 
possible, however, transit agencies should implement pre-run 
inspection programs as a cost constraint and reliability 
improvement measure. The fol lowing recommendations are primarily 
directed at those systems which do not actively enforce 
inspection programs : 

1. The task's importance to the system's overal l maintenance 
program should be made explicitly known to the personnel 
chosen to perform pre-run inspection programs. 

2. Detailed checklists should be used on a daily basis within 
a well defined inspection program. 

3. The items selected for inspection should not overburden 
the personnel involved in the inspection process. They 
should be limited to those items that are most important 
to the operating reliability, efficiency and safety of the 
bus fleet. 
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4. Checklists should be handed in by drivers prior to pull
outs to aid in enforcement of the inspection procedures 
as well as to develop a data bank for other maintenance 
purposes (e.g., identifying recurring failures). 

5. Managers should not allow pre-run inspections to be performed 
in a superficial manner. Management should take an active 
role in the entire pre-run inspection process and provide 
appropriate supervision. 

6. Disc i p 1 in a r y consequences for fa i 1 in g to co mp 1 y with 
inspection procedures should be made explicit, and applied 
uniformly. 

7. Communication channels for reporting problems or defects 
identified during the inspections should be known to all 
transit personnel; they should not be overly complicated. 

8. Quick follow-up procedures for fixing minor defects found 
during the inspections should be developed. 

9. Incentives for the personnel involved in the inspections, 
should be explored in order to encourage good performance 
and to improve overall esprit de corp within the agency. 
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Appendix 1 

Sample Pre-Run Inspection Checklists 
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PRE O?E!<ATION CHECK 

l . __ ~neral Cor.6tion (Luiu. wawT, oil, 
fuel , bod':' .umaqe.J 

2. Brak.as (Tat stop !>.fore luving 
yNd.) 

l . -- W"ind..1hwd Wipa-, 

-4. _ Horn 

5. _MiJTOn 

6. __ ,uw 
7. -- Liqha • hud, t.ul, durance , tum 

sign~ 

8. __ S!Nrinq (Excosin p~) 

9. _ Doer Operation 

10. -- Suis and S~• 

ORIVER REPORT OEFECTS HERE 
earr _____ _ 

..,rr _____ _ 

., ... ""'' 
••rr _____ _ 

., ••• ,u,i,, 

OPERATORS TAOUIILE REPORT 

9us Numo., ____ _ 

,1111 -T1111, tNS,.£CT10N 

(0th• te t•• MCft Mett1 aa •~•..n 
o,, • .,. •'• to ,ema,.. Oft un1at1stec:u,'Y ,1ems 

tireSIIUQ nul - "°'" 
'-' ltQhtSlref'-Ctor, ••09""'S 
~ g~s ~ • ., o,essure 

o.,. ____ ·-

= Otf'Mtr pa~._ ,ng••""• 'Qf'"'C ·, :>t t• -f' = Cl...,. 

Qn..,aRemar111: 

Buao..__ ___ _ 

11 ..... 

□ """ □ -·· a o,.., 
:l ••' orHsurw 

Eno1n■ 

c no-
~ ., .... 
~ w•twooon 

uo111• 
□ -·-a tum,na.catorw 

::: 1"tert0t 
~ CIU" 

- a1eo wetl 

S tNftnQ 
C ,_,, 
_ sh.mtny = l rNPIAY 

De••-----
Noise l.OCAtioft Mis,ceuan_,.,,, 

0 It. front C tu.1ner or 11orH 
C " · f roftt ~ taa10 Of PA 

C tt .,.., .,,.,.,r;8f'\c:y 

::: r'l.teM eau•o~ t 

0 eng11'le ::: 000V Ca""•Q• 

C 1ransm11s.on otr,et" 1•• o•• •n1 

Body 
Q ooon :; oetros1• 
0 i,eauno :::; • ,oe,s 

&1r c:ond11ton "•1s 
_ g1a1s _ ewer ne•t 

Orn,e,■ Aemaraa (Pnnt Only) ________________ _ 

Ooer•tors N•m• ___________ _ 

W() Jrritumoe,, _ _ . ___ _ 



BUS OFER..!'r!o:;s PR.!: ·OPE?.. ... TI0:-1 CHECKL!ST 

l. GENE:l.\L cmrnl'i!O'L 
/ / A. Note all le:a;:s on ci.efec: cards : 1,ater, oil, fuel, tnnsmission . 
T7 B. Excessive leaks are to be reporteJ i:rmediately to D'ispatch and ~hL-,~en:,.nce. 

Z. BR.AKES : 
/ / A. fr.eek errergency brake for proper op-!ration. 
T7 B. Test-step regular brakes before leaving yard. 
T7 C. Note any defects en defect cards, report to Dispatch and ~\:iintenance 
- ir.u-:lediately. 

3 . RADIO : 
1-r,:::--0-.eck radio for sending and rece1V1.ng . 
T7 B. Note any defects on defect cards, report i.rrmedi.ately to Dispatch. 

4 . LIGHTS : HEAD, TAIL, CLEAR..WCE . TUR.~ SIGNALS, E!-<ERGENCY FLAS~ERS: 
/ I A. Note all !111flOr aerect.S on aerect cards. 
T7 s: All safety and i:loperaticnal items are to be reported imnediately :o 
- Dispatch and Maintena.nce . 

S . STEERING: 
I I A. died. steering for pro,ier operation . 
T7 B. Note defects on defect cards, report i.mned.iately to Dispatch and 
- Maintenance. 

6 . DOOR OPERATION AND BRAKE : 
I I A. Oieck opera non ot aoor and rear door brake. 
T7 B. List defects on defect carc!s, report inoperational and safety ite:ns to 
- Dispatch and ~bintenanc.e immediately . 

7 . HOR.~: 
/,T Note defects on defect cards, report .innediately to Dispatch and 1-ti.intenance. 

8 . WINDSHIELD WIPERS AND DEFROSTERS/HEATERS~ 
I I A. t,;ote au.nor defects on derect cards . 
T7 B. Note inoperational defects to Dispatch and H1intenance i..mnediately. 

9 . BODY DA."lAGE: 
I I A. ~te any new body damage not reported on body-daJ:-.age-sheet. 
T7 B. Report any e'<:cessive damage i.mnediately to Dispatch and Maintenance. 

10 . MIRRORS : 
I I A. Note any minor defects on defec"t cards. 
T7 B. Broken mirrors and safety ite~ are to be reponed i.Jmnediately to Dispatch 
- and ~ta.in tenance. 

11. TIRES: 
/~~-;,ort any tire :!an-age to Dispatch and Maintenance imned.iately. 
T7 B. "Bald tires" should be reported immediately. 
- (NOTE : Michigan law defines bald tires on busses as any tire 

in rear of bus with less thm 2/32 tread, any tire on front 
-~th les~ than 4/32 tread). 

12 . WHEELOIAIR LfFT : 
I I A. Lis;: all nunor defects on defect cards . 
T7 B. Repor-c inoperational ite:ns to Dispatch and '-laintenance i l!r.led iately. 

13 . SIQl ROLLS: 
I I A. Cr.eek for correct operation. 
T7 B. Rc;,ort ·any defects on defect cariis,-notify Dispatch and Mainten:mce invned. 

14 . TRA:-JSFER CUTTER, FARE BOX : 
I I A. O,~ck for correct ooerati on. 
T7 B. Report any defects on defect cards, notify Dispatch and Maintenance invned. 

15 . SEAT ADJUST~!ENTS : 
I I A. Report minor defects on defect cards. 
T7 B. Report rr,jor ir<'ms to Dispatch and '.1-hinccn:mce irm,cdiatcly. 
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OPlRATOt'S VEHICU CONDITION 1£POIIT 

"'-" ""°· If. & Ill. 
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._.,, ....... - s-°'-~"'' ... , __ 
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c ........ _.., - -·-0.,., ...... -M- "'--•·-.... ...... _9'9" 
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........... ...._ ______________ _ 
@] _____ _ 

I 
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a~------------0 .. , ___________ _ 

OPERATOR'S DAILY EQUIPMENT REPORT 
Ol'ERATOR AM ______________ _ 
OPERATOR PM _____________ _ 
ROUTE• AM _______ PM ______ _ 

MILEAGE Indicate Otfect,w iftms Bos Cl') 

"'•· Trio AM PM 

Ai<C.-4. --Air-...., ----, __ 
Oo■t . S.., o.---""· Fa,. I•• -li•ftta - t•t. 

o., ... I 

Tw•S.-
Fin .... ... --.-

Mtuo" . hh l I 

A- I I ,., .... I I 
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A14•• i I I 
StMn"' · Te M_. I I 

w- I I 

Tr•"'- -Sh,- : I --· ' i 
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r ... na.w_. I ' 
w,,-n I : I 
s .... omer..- I I 
Eaft11~ I I . .,,.,,___. 

' ' He•Oo.._..,. I 
0w1ys.- ~ °"" s,_... .,_ I l 

W...l"(IU.,,.,.....•M.t«IICl.-rt' Q Y•AU O "'>AU O Y•PU O lloPIIII 
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IOATE 

O■oly Bus lnspectoon and o,,foct P."()Ot1 

~•t01 •t ~etOf' •l 0.-a..- •J 

&l.:I :'.JU1P".AE"'1" 

:ioo,at,,p,~IOl'I 

'N,t\O,t\•i!tO W,O!Pf'S 

~ITTT o.i'"" !~~ oa. 1 ~flll!CT 

..., Q ,cje - 5ot,ng1 -

La ... 

3"MES 
0,ag _ -'uM _ 

Sa •• ,,u1 _ So11 _ 

p.,._,nc; a,atite 

l!QOY 

Boa, □- ,._, 
9"'09_,:'loor,"9_ 

(>.,,..sS.M 

~ S..m & c"""°"' ......... . 
Sloncn,c,,s 

WCl.1ft .. 

•~"'OA 
Clew,_0.l'fV_ 

INTE=-10A EQUIPMENT 

F,rtt E.ah"9U1,,._ 

Fl~~•t 

T""'°"' .. r,~ 
FareOC)a 

Chma:• Cor.trol 

Trar1'f!'f -.tacn 

ENGiNE 

Hot £.-,,;,r.,e _ ()1 Le .. s _ 

Wate- Le,111.s _ 01 Pr~_ 

£LEC ~Q1CAL 
S.M~•n _ S,,an.,- - . 

ei.en.,-11~0,, - l1()N'I -

All L·Q"n 

P~~S\.u• 
~ •--a! •Ol'I S.gr,s 

TP.N.;;,.,,ssoON 
$1,oo,ng 

Le .. \ 

s,, ,s,•g 

<"ON T E.NO 

Sltt-•"9 

-----

CONu'TION ~ Tl~ES & Wt-tEELS 
1 

Fr()t'lt 

""" lu9"1.1tS 

S,C,.,.A TlJAE 0 ,.- QO~AA TC)R • 1 

Slc.,,,; ATuAf C,.- C),:lflh,T()QI ,Z 

--!-~-

--'---- ------
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~a~~¼ _______ _ 

::::E5,CF11PT10N 0# 0€~ECT!SJ ________________ _ 

WIJl!!I REAQIJIIG --------

OESC,:l tPTJC)N 0, ~Jf,:'T(SI ________________ _ 

Sl~TUAE C,. OPERAfOII' ..,. __________ _ 

""-'8 PlfJti()!NQ _______ _ 

OE.SCFIIP TIC.,... 0it: 0E"!CT1S 1 _______________ _ 

OE.FECTS RECOROEO ON wQMK QFtOE.A • ___________ _ 

DEFECT CAAO R;£'\'IF..-,,eo e• 



~i.rc...:tiona: E:i:er- t u s tl n<l set :,arkin;; ( e~t?r ~~ni.: :: 1 b ro1k'-,; . 

leftside 

Back 

Rights l de 

St•r t e ~;1.~ c:. 
Activate ~aster S~it...:h to Run. 
Turn !'!aster S•itch :o ~i~ ht?osit1on. 
Set low b~ams and ri~htiliectional . 
Starting at front door begin the inspec t ion as follows : 

Fi rst ~a l k-Arouc~ 

____ Low Beams 

Ri ght Direct i ons ( front, r~ar) 
____ Floor 
____ Colum n 

____ Overhead Body Lights 

____ Left Front Ti re 

____ Si de :Urke r Lights and Re f lectors 

____ Le f t Rear Dual Tires 

____ Rear Overhead Clearance Li~h ts 

____ .Tail Li ghts 

____ Re~r Rei l cc t~ rs 

____ License Plate and Light 

____ Brake Light (check by opening back door) 

____ Side ~ar ker Li ~hcs and Ref l ectors 

____ Ri ght Dual Ti res 

____ Ri ght Front Tire 

Sec ond Ualk-Arou~~ 

____ Hi,h Beams 

Leit Directionals (front & rear) 
Floor 

:=-::_-_-_-_-_-Co l umn 

Thir d ~a lk- Aro u~d 

.:. -\.:ay Flasher 
____ Toggle 
____ Colur.-.n 

Then , ~nter bus and inspect : 

____ Air Gauges (2) 

____ 01 1 Gauge 

____ Horn 

____ ~indshield Uip~rs 

____ Fire Extin~u isher 

Ref l ec:tors ----
____ Emergency Exit~ 

____ Se~, Check, ~nd Re-check Mi rrors 
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Vehicle Oat<! 

Chock List Pu Trip Defects Po1t Trto Oe!ect1 

Scee:tnr I I 
Interior L1t!HS I 
M1rrors I 
[xcer!or tichts I 
Flashers I 
\Jindov1 I 
Tires and Luss I 
aocy (Ou~cu etc) j 

Horn 

!rakes 

Fire Ext1ncuisher 

Ot!\~r 

RlJN NO . ___ _ ORIVER . ll Poat Trtp Slan~turc 

Ke!icf Or1~ers : List all d<!!ects th~t uccur ~urin• yuur work shift , if none sl&n after your 
work shift 1s co~pl•ted . 

RUN :;o . ______ ORIVE!l 12 Post Trip S11n,curc 

RUN NO . ______ ORtVE• ll Poat1Trlp Slaracure 
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!!US.-.0 DATE 

0-•41C'11 ~ofM Ou ""4J Run 
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Damage Report 

E,...,a, r., ,,.• S,q"•1;.,,e 
I CttC ' e _, .,,,.~ ,>ft Oull 

S.C.R.T .D. LIBRARY 

a.,,...., ____ _ 

YER¥¥±¥ 

S.C.R.T .D. LIBRARY 
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:= ~ •-::~s : 

·;~:-.: ::- ":;..;.::. ..r:~ ~er ~a_....,.-::,.-.;; ~~t·::;.:.~.:·:) ~a:.-= 
---.·:~:-.-a~~ !"'..ls-r~:-- ::wi:=~ ~., tav ..:ro :-:-:.3.!""": =-.,;:; 
· i....-:-: :-:..is~-!:'" ~~i:ch ~,:, ~Ji-:~ ~~i":~•--r. 
· ·;ec :~ t'P.:lli.S .n~ .._~·; !'1.ashe:-= 
~t~~-.; ~.-: !"~nt' '!'X'r ~g:,.-. -;!"l:! i..~?-c:ion / 
-~~ce d d':C?c."°; ~si~e ~c!ch i-:~ -¼S :10.1 i.r.==~t.:-: .:0::. c ✓ ) 
· :f 'l>"<.:~"\i::.a,,;. At~"'l~::!l., i: ~C<J. ::-.:ire .i r=e ,_., ":r.-!! =rr.:-.~~ -c:,:.u:::-: . 
~:'ur.'l :_., c~C:-:.lls~ "Ji:.~ Ca·,~~--=. 

__ I.DJ beans ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••• •• ••••• •• ___________ _ 

___ ..__y flashers - t'rcnt E r-...ar •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ______________ _ 

__ Cver~t!!dd tcdy ~s ••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ____________ _ 

___ Le!~ ~r=n~ ~-"""e d.-ic! !1..:g~ ...••...•••••••..••••••••• • •.• • • ••• ••.• _______________ _ 

<True.lit ~io:'\) - ld-: r-..?:"Y~ :.:..;:::sand ~lec-:ors .. .... ... . •. _______________ _ 
___ Le.ft :,ear c!ual tires anc lu~s - C~c.-: !:ection) .••••••••• • • • ••• ______________ _ 

C7r-ailcr Sec:ic:,) - lei-: ::-.ar;.:er !.:it:=:. and refle~=r-s •••••••••• _______________ _ 

___ C'>ec.-: !::ll!ll= C,:,u-:;i~~) ••.•••••• •• .. •.• •• ••••••••••• ••.• ••••• • • ______________ _ 
___ Left~= -::::e olnC :~s - C:X-ail= Sec-::i~n) ••• • •••••••••••••••• _______________ _ 

___ Rear over:iead cle.a..~,ce ~ts . •.•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ______________ _ 

__ T.ul ~hts .•..•••..•••..••.......••••••••.•....••••.••••••••.. ____________ _ 
Rez:- :-efleaors ••• ••• • ••••• •• • •• ••• •• ••••••• • •••••• • •• •• •••••• • _____________ _ 

__ License plate and ~s ••.•• • ••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••• , ____________ _ 

__ erak.@ ligh-:s cc-.ecic cy ~.,~ !:...c.'< coor->. ••• •••••••••••••••••• _____________ _ 
__ Rear "-=Y flashers •.•...•••. •• .. . •.•••.• • .•••. • • • •••.•• • ••• • • • , ______________ _ 

__ Right ~= tire and lugs - C'!'?-ailcr S-,c::icn) .••• • • · - •••.••••••• , ______________ _ 
__ Ri.;.,t ::r.u-l<er !..i;ms ard rer:~ct=s - (Trailer Sec-:ion) •••• • • ••• ______________ _ 

__ Ri,;.'".t rear cual ti."l!!s and l~:; - C~c.'< Sec--i:n) • • ••.••••••• • •• ______________ _ 

__ Ri.l;;r.t ::-.arke:- 1.:..,.-'r.:s .u,c ~:c-::-:=s - C7:uck S=tion) •...•• •• ••• ______________ _ 

---~::t ~t tire and l~s - (":'r-.Jc.-: Se=ion) .•••••••••••••••••••. ___ ~----------

__ Hi.:;h :leams ••••••••• ••• •• . •••••••••••••• •• • ••• •• •••• •••••••••• • •. ____________ _ 

C'ea< e&-ei~y !er- 3."'IY !x:c'.I -~.:;.-na..;e ---d ·..:nee:- ::Us :c~ : ... ~.s •••• _______________ _ 

___ In:e~i= ~h~: •••••••••••• • ••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••• ______________ _ 

___ Ai:- ,;,..u,:;-,s <.we A N-d B/a."'!le Cl. •••.•• ·········.··············--------------
---Oil ,_..u.~: .................................................... ___________ _ 
___ 'iol :..e :-er ..................... . . . ............. .. ............ •••---------------
___ Ir.Cicd:~~ ll;..~~ :es~ button ... . .... . .. ........................ ~ .......... ______________ _ 

He=··· ··· ··· ··· ······· ·········· ············· ··· ············--------------
___ ~L-.Cj~~c:~ Ai;ers ............. ............... .................. . ..... .. .......... _______________ _ 
___ ri.-e :.-r..:..-.:;-J:.:~.er <c.'"lec:.": fc:- !:..!.:. c.'-.a..-ge> •••••••••••• • ••••• • •• ______________ _ 

___ ?.e::..,=~cr:. ..............................•.....•...........•.•. _______________ _ 
___ C:-:e:-;;enc·1 "'°-i:.:. ..................... _ ...... ... ..... .. ....... ... _______________ _ 
___ O-.edc ::.ei:.ows Ci.-.side) •.•••••••••••••• ••••••••• •• •••••• • •• ••• • _____________ _ 

___ ¥~eel:..-..; ~vi:e ~wi~=~ .............................................................. _______________ _ 

___ Si.et. C-:eCJ(.. an:l !"'1!'~"1ec.~ ~i.~~ ............................................ _______________ _ 

Doer ~;,er~ti:n (al.l 5 positions) .••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••• _____________ _ 
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Appendix 2 

Post Card Questionnaire 
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Please fill out and Mai1 by Octooer 19 . 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Pre-run Insp~ctions are 

Our drive~ 

Our drivers 

'.e 

~e •Dula Ota gooc source 
of infon.ctior. 11cout 

For furtn~r inforrrction, contact 

0 Mandatory 

D Optional' 

CJ Not used here 

D Always do a thoroucli'l inspection of 
tneir vehicles before leaving the garage 

1 l Generally perfonn superficial insc;ections 

D Do not usually- inspect their vehicles 

D Are reau ired to sign off on their bus 
even if no defects are reported 

D Only sign if they are reporting oefects 

CJAre n~t require~ to sign pre - run inspec-
tion ronns 

QDo reauire post-r•;n driver in:>;,ections 

Q::.o r.;it re·~ u i re ;,est-run dri.cr insoection~ 

c:::Ji-;,;~ to 1n;.:.1tute is pr<c-r.in 1nsoection prograrr. 

c=J1io .. to run a good oriver inspection program 

□Union contrdct .and won rule pro,;isions 
which are barriers to drive~ in~oections 

40 
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Appendix 3 

Telephone Questionnaires 
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Questionnaire for Systems Using Drivers to Perform Pre-Run 
Inspections. 

1. How long has your system used a pre-run inspection program? 

2. Are you aware of any reason(s) why your system uses a pre-run 
inspection program? 

3. Do you know who began/developed the pre-run inspection program 
for your system? 

4. Are there any goals/objectives for your system's pre-run 
inspection program? 

If Yes: How were these goals/objectives established? 

How are they communicated to the personnel 
performing the pre-run inspections? 

How are these goals measured? 

Do you think that you have attained the goals of 
your pre-run inspection program? 

5. Have the drivers always performed the pre-run inspections for 
your system? 

If Yes: Why? 

If No: Who else was/is involved? 

When was there a change? 

Why was there a change? 

6. At your system, are your drivers issued the same buses daily? 

If Yes: What is/are the reason(s)? 

If No: How are the buses assigned? 

7. Is there any training of the drivers for .the pre-run 
inspections? 

If Yes: How is it conducted? 

8. Is there any training to improve driving methods? 

9. How detailed are the instructions to the drivers for 
performing the pre-run inspections? 

10. How much time are the drivers allowed in which to perform 
the pre-run inspections? 

11. Where are the pre-run inspections performed? 
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12. How are the pre-run inspections performed? 

13. Does your system issue any special forms for pre-run 
inspections? 

If Yes: Who prepared the forms? 

If No: 

How is the form used by the drivers? 

How were the items on the forms selected? 

Do your consider the form to be complete? 

How is the information· from the form used later, 
if it is turned in daily? 

Has your system ever used any forms? 

If Yes: Why has the practice been discontinued? 

How are the drivers informed of the items to inspect 
during the pre-run inspection? 

14. Is there any supervision of the drivers while they are 
performing the pre-run inspections? 

If Yes: How long has this been in use? 

How does it work? 

~Jhy i s this the practice? 

If No: Has 
I 

supervision ever been used? 

How did this procedure work? 

Why was this practice dropped? 

15. Does your agency use any methods or programs to ensure that 
the drivers comply with the proper pre-run inspection 
procedures? 

If Yes: How does this procedure work? 

How long has it been in use? 

How clear would it be to pin-point the person 
responsible for a roadcall due to a superficial 
pre-run inspection? 

What is the follow-up disciplinary actions? 

If No: Have you ever used any enforcement/disciplinary 
procedure? 
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What is/are the reason(s ) for not having such a 
method? 

16. Generally, what do you think are the drivers' attitudes 
regarding the requirement to perform pre - run inspections? 

To what do you attribute this attitude to? 

17 . If a defect is found during the pre-run i nspections: 

What are the communication channels involved in reporting 
the problem? 

Will the defect get fast remed i al act i on? 

Are the drivers allowed to correct any defects that are 
found during the inspection? 

-- Why/Why not? 

Who decides if a bus with a minor defect can pull-out? 

- - How often does this occur? 

18. How many buses do not pull-out due to a defect found during 
pre-run inspections on a daily or weekly basis? 

19 . Besides safety items, are there any items that must be in 
working order before a bus can pull-out? 

20. Are there any special problem areas on your buses that are 
inspected more closely during pre-run inspections? 

If Yes: What do you attribute this problem to? 

21. Is the pre-run inspection procedure ever skipped? 

If Yes: What are the circumstances? 

How often does this happen? 

22. Who can make changes in the pre-r un inspection program? 

What changes, if any, have been made i n the past? 

Why were these changes made? 

23. Have pre-run inspections ever caused any problems with your 
bus operations? 

If Yes: When did it/they occur? 

What were the circumstances? 
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24. Do any evaluations of pre-run inspection procedures take 
place? 

If Yes: How often? 

Who evaluates the procedures? 

How is the procedure evaluated? 

25. Has your system compared its procedures with methods used 
by other systems? 

If Yes: How many other systems were compared? 

Which systems were they? 

Which methods were used by them? 

How would you compare your pre-run inspection 
program to others? 

26. Are you aware of any unique features in your system's pre-run 
inspection procedures? 

If Yes: What are they? 

Why do you consider them unique? 

27. Is there anything that you would like to change about your 
present pre-run inspection program? 

If Yes: What is/are it/they? 

Why? 

28. Is there any union involvement in your pre-run inspection 
program? 

If Yes: What is the extent of the involvement? 

Who is/are the union(s)? 

29. Are you aware of any complaints regarding the pre-run 
inspection procedure made by the drivers? 

If Yes: What type of complaints are made? 

How did your system handle these complaints? 

30. Is there a regular exchange of ideas among drivers and those 
in charge of the pre-run inspection program regarding policy 
of methods? 

If Yes: How does the exchange occur? 
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Are you aware of any benefits that have resulted 
from this exchange? If so what are they? 

31. Are there any additional comments that you want to make 
regarding your pre-run inspection program? 
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Questionnaire for Systems Using Mechanics to Perform Pre-Run 
Inspections. 

1. How long has your system used a pre-run inspection program? 

2. Do you know of any reason(s) why your system started the using 
the pre-run inspection program? 

3. Do you have any goals for this program? 

4. What are the reasons for having mechanics perform the pre-run 
inspections? 

5. Have other personnel ever performed this task? 

If Yes: Why does your agency now use mechanics? 

6. Does your system issue any special forms for use during the 
pre-run inspections? 

If Yes: Who prepared the forms? 

How were the items on the form selected? 

How is the form used? 

Do you consider the form complete? 

Is the form used for any other purposes besides 
pre-run inspections? 

7. Is there any special pre-run inspection training for the 
mechanics? 

If No: How do the mechanics know what to inspect? 

8. Are the mechanics who perform the inspections part of the 
regular maintenance staff? 

9. How do they perform the pre-run inspections? 

10. Do mechanics perform the inspections during each shift? 

11. If a defect is found during the inspection how is the problem 
handled? 

Does the defect get quick remedial attention? 

12. Is there any supervision of the mechanics when they are 
performing pre-run inspections? 

13. If a roadcall is needed due to minor defect not found 
during the pre-run inspection, are the mechancis subject 
to any disciplinary measures? 
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If Yes: What are they? 

14. Who decides whether or not a vehicle with a defect may 
pull-out? 

15. Is there any union involvement in your system's pre-run 
inspection program? 

16. Generally, is your maintenance crew overstaffed, understaffed 
or just right? 

17. Are the drivers involved in any preventative maintenance 
procedures at your system? 

If Yes: What is their involvement? 

18. Do you have any additional comments that you would like to 
make regarding pre-run inspections? 
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Questionnaire for Sytems Without Pre-Run Inspection Programs. 

1. Has your system ever used a pre-run inspection program? 

If Yes: How was it performed? 

When was it stopped? 

Why was it stopped? 

2. If the program was dropped; how did this affect your 
preventative maintenance program? 

3. Are there any barriers which prevent your system from 
adopting a pre-run inspection program? 

4. Are there any changes in your present preventative maintenance 
methods that you would like to make? 

5. What does your system do in place of a pre-run inspections? 

6. Are you familiar with other systems• pre-run inspection 
programs? 

7. Under what circumstances would your system consider initiating 
a pre-run inspection program? 

8. Is your system planning to implement a pre-run inspection 
program in the future? 

If Yes: How are you planning for it? 

9. Do you have any additional comments that you would like to 
make regarding pre-run inspections? 
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